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The	exhibition	of	1997

On Sunday 7 September 1997 a long line formed in the second courtyard 
of Prague Castle. People stood at the door of the former Imperial stables 
waiting to be allowed into the exhibition, “The Rudolfine Kunstkammer”.1 
There was a very special presentation in store for them; they would see  
a collection of objects installed in the Kunstkammer of Emperor Ru-
dolf II. 

The best objects were chosen from the treasuries or Schatzkammern, 
of art museums all over Europe for this exhibition, which contained  
a wide variety of objects, including scientific instruments from the 
National Technical Museum in Prague, examples of raw materials, such as 
jasper, and natural specimens, among them a dodo skeleton on loan from 
the National Museum in Prague.2 These “natural” objects were placed 
next to objects formed or transformed by human hand representing 
“science” or “art”. The exhibition simulated a sixteenth century display; 
the objects were meant to inspire awe and admiration in the viewer as 
well as promote “scientific” understanding.3

The concept and curatorship of this exhibition were the work of 
Beket Bukovinská. Her intention was to display the extraordinary skills 
of the artists and at the same time to give attention to the original, 
Rudolfine Kunstkammer arrangement. This combination led to surprising 
observations. The remarkable skills of the artists could be appreciated 
from both the objects themselves and in the sketches and designs ex-
hibited.4 

A page of the Rudolfine inventory in the original sixteenth-century 
handwriting, accompanied by a modern transcription, guided the vie-
wer through each display.5 The challenge of observing these pieces and 

1 Eliška Fučiková et al. (edd.), Rudolf II and Prague. The Court and the City, Prague – 
– London – Milan, 1997.
2 Beket Bukovinská, The Kunstkammer of Rudolf II, in: Rudolf II and Prague (note 1), 
pp. 469–472; and p. 496, cat. no. II.116 (Dodo); p. 524, cat. no. II.260 (Jasper).
3 Die Kunst- und Wunderkammer der Spätrenaissance. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des 
Sammelwesens, Leipzig 1908 (2nd ed. 1923). 
4 Rudolf II and Prague (note 1), for example pp. 528–537, cat. nos. II.276–322.
5 Rosamund Bauer – Herbert Haupt, Das Kunstkammerinventar Kaiser Rudolfs II., 
1607–1611, Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen in Wien 72, 1976. The inventory is at-
tributed to Anselmus Boëtius de Boodt, while the drawings were done by Daniel Fröschl, 
a miniature painter and antiquarian. See Bukovinská, The Kunstkammer of Rudolf II: Where 
it Was and What It Looked Like, in: Rudolf II and Prague (note 1), pp. 199–208.
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understanding the relationships between the objects indicated by their 
relative positions in the arrangement must have required concentra-
tion and, I presume, produced unique associations in the viewers. For  
a brief moment one could, while reading the inventory, understand how 
art and nature were studied together. For a modern viewer used to the 
rigorous division between art and science, this is not an intuitive thought 
process, but the exhibition offered a chance to look over the shoulder of  
a sixteenth-century visitor to the Kunstkammer and to understand, if 
only for a moment, this world of learned and sophisticated associations. 

I don’t know what these visitors learned from the exhibition, or in 
what ways they understood the Kunstkammer displays, but I saw them 
going in and staying a long time, and I saw the queue outside getting 
longer and longer. I wondered if they were able to imagine the sixteenth-
century interior of the Kunstkammer, and if they knew how the second 
courtyard looked four hundred years ago. A portion of the exhibition 
was devoted to Rudolf’s architectural work at Prague Castle, but was 
the display of two-dimensional plans enough to create a picture of the 
courtyard in 1597? Were visitors acquainted enough with the Imperial 
palace, and were they given an explanation clear enough that they could 
visualize the door of the original Kunstkammer? 

The	courtyard

Standing in the courtyard in 1997, it was not easy to imagine how the 
space looked and felt four hundred years previously. [1] There are no sur-
viving sixteenth-century images of the courtyard. The uniform façades 
visible today do not reveal much about the functionality of the rooms 
behind them, which currently house the Presidential offices. All of the 
buildings, originally separate and distinct structures, were wrapped in 
a green and white façade in the late eighteenth century, as part of the 
building campaign of Empress Maria Theresa (ca. 1755–1780).

Nevertheless, Ivan Muchka’s reconstructions of the Rudolfine palace 
create a lively picture of the sixteenth-century space.6 At the place where 
the queue was formed in 1997, there was in 1597 a Platz, rather than 
a closed courtyard. An open view to the hills and fields around the castle 
must have given the courtyard a lush and verdant atmosphere

6 Ivan Muchka, Rudolf II. als Bauherr, in: Eliška Fučiková – Beket Bukovinská – Ivan 
Muchka, Die Kunst am Hof Rudolf II, Prag 19912, pp. 186–199.
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The longest side of the courtyard, on the western side of the 
Castle, was a rather low-pitched building called the Rudolfine wing 
(or, in contemporary sources, the Gang-Bau) of the Imperial palace. 
This wing did not have a unified façade but was composed of new 
additions and the two old, Romanesque towers that jutted out from 
the fortress walls. The so-called Mathematical or Bishop’s tower stood 
half way and the White tower was near the palace. Following Muchka’s 
hypotheses, this façade had windows facing the courtyard and on the 
ground floor there must have been doors to various workshops. In 1597 
this part of Prague castle was especially busy as it was also a building 
site. The hall, known as the Spanische Saal, above the Imperial stables 
was just finished that year. These stables housed the imperial horses. 
Beyond the stables there was an unobstructed view along a bridge to 
the gardens. The porch and the second hall, the Neue Saal above the 
stables, had not yet been built. 

The place where the people stood in 1997 was hazardous in 1597, 
as it was a major thoroughfare for anyone passing into or out of the 
castle. Horses, cattle, wagons, coaches and pedestrians passed there on 
their way through the Castle complex. Visitors could come from the 
square in front, from the “New Stairs” in the South or from the garden 
bridge. In contrast with that quiet Sunday at the Presidential Castle, the 

1. Jan Kozel – Michael Peterle of Annaberg, Panorama of Prague, 1562, 
woodcut, detail
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Renaissance Imperial residence was part of a densely occupied complex. 
Visitors and large quantities of goods came not only to the Imperial palace 
and the governmental buildings, but also to the palaces of the nobility, 
the cloister and Church of St George, and the shops and houses around 
Saint Vitus’s Cathedral. In the late sixteenth century the constant flow of 
goods and people through the numerous open doors of the west façade 
would have resulted in serious injury for anyone waiting in a queue at the 
door of the stables. 

Several	comparisons

Since the 1997 exhibition, new research on Renaissance collections 
and Kunstkammern has greatly improved our understanding of this 
phenomenon. The magnitude and quality of Emperor Rudolf II as  
a patron remains exceptional, but can now be compared to the patronage 
of other European collectors and cultural centres. Research on court 
culture and the functions of rooms in castles and palaces demonstrates 
that the alterations made to the Imperial palace in the late Sixteenth 
Century are comparable to those of other courts. However, the em-
peror’s Kunstkammer, second-story gallery and Spanische Saal were not 
designed with the access and comfort of visitors in mind as they were 
elsewhere. 

Like Emperor Rudolf II, landlords and other rulers in the second 
half of the sixteenth century lived in their predecessor’s castles.7 Many 
had the medieval rooms renovated or even replaced by new buildings 
with open and airy courtyards. Across Europe, the patterns of castle life 
remained more or less uniform.8 Floors were divided into smaller units 
with larger halls in between. These apartments generally contained 
three small, private rooms and one or more antechambers for servants 
and guests. These living quarters were warmed by fireplace or stove, and 
in the majority of sources, one of the rooms is designated as a bedroom, 
although any heated room could be used for sleeping. In these private 
quarters trunks and chests with clothing occupied much of the space. 

7 For the term “living” as the principle of travelling, see Monique Chatenet, La cour 
de France au XVIe siècle. Vie sociale et architecture, Paris 2002, pp. 15–24.
8 Considering the close family ties between European courts at this period, this is 
not surprising. Each marriage brought the traditions of one region to another until there 
was a high degree of homogeneity in court culture across the continent. 
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Rooms or “cabinets” used for storage of books and art were also filled 
with trunks, as these objects often travelled with their owner. On  
the rare occasions that inventories of these rooms survive, they are 
usually identified as “treasury room”. In castles, these apartments where 
frequently positioned in or very near the towers. One of the earliest 
known examples of those rooms, belonging to Jean Duc de Berry (1340–
1416), is frequently mentioned and the inventory of his collection has 
been published.9 

Wolfgang Liebenwein’s analyses of collection rooms of the Italian 
nobility shows the close connection between the living and sleeping 
quarters, the small study with a writing desk, and the studiolo, the location 
where the owner stored his books and collections.10 The studiolo of 
Condottiere Federico da Montefeltro (1422–1482) in Urbino for instance, 
had a beautiful view, due to its location between the two staircase towers. 
It had two doors, one leading to the guarderoba, the duke’s private room 
and the other to his audience room.11 Isabella d’Este (1474–1539), the 
Marchesa of Mantua, on the other hand, had a separate suite of rooms 
intended for her collections. Her studiolo and grotta in the Palazzo Ducale 
were not connected to her personal quarters and could be opened for 
visitors.12 Isabella left instrutions to permit artists, humanists and other 
guests to view her collections.13 

During the sixteenth century many collectors’ palaces were en-
larged and more audience rooms were built, although the structure of 
these noble and royal apartments did not change significantly. Halls 
were decorated with paintings and tapestries and used to display objects 
from the owner’s collection. 

The Neuveste in Munich for instance, which was built as a traditional, 
medieval castle, underwent constant renovation from 1540 onward at the 
hands of the dukes of Bavaria. 

9 Jules Guiffrey, Inventaires de Jean Duc de Berry (1401–1416), Paris 1896.
10 Wolfgang Liebenwein, Studiolo. Die Enstehung eines Raumtyps und seine Entwick-Die Enstehung eines Raumtyps und seine Entwick-
lung bis um 1600, Berlin 1977, pp. 30-57.
11 Ibidem, pp. 84–86.
12 Ibidem, p. 110.
13 Cliff ord Brown, Public Interests and Private Collections. Isabella d’Estes Apparte-Clifford Brown, Public Interests and Private Collections. Isabella d’Estes Apparte-
mento della Grotta and the Accessibility to Artist’s and Scholars and Public Figures, in: 
Hermann Fillitz – Martina Pippal (edd.), Akten des XXV. Internationalen Kongreßes für Kunst-
geschichte, 4: Zugang zum Kunstwerk. Schatzkammer, Salon, Ausstellung, “Museum”, Wien 
1986, pp. 37–41 (p. 38). 
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Between 1568 and 1571 Albrecht V added the Antiquarium, a large 
hall specially designed for the duke’s collection of sculpture, antiquities, 
and coins. This hall was later used as a reception hall and part of the 
official ceremonial rout for important visitors.14 

Monique Chatenet has observed that French castles were similarly 
enlarged with new public spaces.15 These large audience rooms also 
appear to have been used for the display of collections. The cabinet, often 
understood as a room for books and objects, as in French residences, 
was connected with the living quarters. Chatenet’s transcriptions of 
the accounts of official receptions and ceremonies reveal the various 
functions of the interiors and indicate whether and how collection rooms 
were opened for visitors.

The French King François I, for example, showed some of his guests, 
notably ambassadors who came to offer their credentials, personally 
around in his picture gallery. According to Chatenet, François I had his 
palace in Fontainebleau designed specifically for the circulation of his 
guests. His successors also used these rooms to display their collections. 
In 1608 King Henri IV had the Spanish ambassador, Don Pedro of Toledo, 
led through the greater part of his palace, including the gallery, the 
audience chambers and even the cabinet before the King finally received 
the ambassador in the royal private apartments.16 

Recent research on court rituals and the functions of rooms within 
the court has enriched our understanding of the Habsburg court. A re-
construction has been made of the plan and arrangement of rooms at 
the Hofburg court of Emperors Ferdinand I and Maximilian II in Vienna, 
but an analysis of the use of these rooms and the accessibility of the 
collections has not yet been attempted.17 The so-called Stallburg, built 
around 1560, provided a new residence for the future King Maximilian 

14 Herbert Brunner, Residenz München, München 1986, pp. 3–5. – Henriette Graf, Die 
Residenz in München. Hofceremoniell, Innenraume und Moblierung von Kurfürst Maximilian I. 
bis Kaiser Karl VII., München 2002. – Sabine Heym, Das Antiquarium der Residenz München, 
München 2007.
15 Monique Chatenet, La Cour de France au XVIe siècle, Paris 2002, pp. 106–141. The 
term “public” must be read as “accepted within the court”. 
16 Monique Chatenet, The King’s Space. The Etiquette at the French Court in the Six-Monique Chatenet, The King’s Space. The Etiquette at the French Court in the Six-
teenth Century, in: Marcello Fantoni – George Gorse – Malcolm Smuts (edd.), The Politics 
of Space. European Courts, ca. 1500–1750, Rome, 2009, pp. 193–208 (pp. 203–204). 
17 Jeroen Duindam, Vienna and Versailles. The Courts of Europe’s Dynastic Rivals, 1550–
–1780, Cambridge 2003, p. 133. Duindam attempts to compare the two courts, but admits 
that the sources on the Habsburgs in the sixteenth century are scarce.
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and Queen Maria and their children outside the walls of the Hofburg. 
This structure, which has never been in use, also contained spacious 
galleries and audience halls for receiving guests and displaying collec-
tions.

In castle Ambras near Innsbruck, where the Habsburg archduke 
Ferdinand II settled after his tenure in Prague, the collections’ rooms 
acquired an extraordinary status. Rather than being attached to the 
archduke’s living quarters, the collections were housed in the so-called 
Unterschloss (Lower Castle), which also contained stables and barns. [2] 
Archduke Ferdinand’s collections were, just as Chatenet described at 
Fontainbleau, specially arranged to impress visitors. Yet, the archduke 
didn’t add a monumental wing to his castle as Duke Albrecht in Munich 
did, the rooms he built, were not flagged with colourful marble, and they 
were located above the stables. The Rüstkammern, a series of four rooms, 
contained a spectacular collection of portraits, armoury, weapons and 
items related to tournaments and plays were displayed on mannequins of 

2. Matthäus Merian, Unterschloss in Ambras, in: Topographia Germaniae, 
Frankfurt am Main 1649, engraving, detail
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horses and riders.18 The Kunstkammer was housed at the attic of a granary, 
along with the library and collection of antique sculpture.19 The objects 
were exhibited in open cases or cabinets and arranged on colourful 
backgrounds. The stairs were not the only obstacle for these guests to 
take. Before Ferdinand’s guests were allowed to climb the stairs and view 
his collections, the archduke provided his visitors with a large amount of 
wine and required them to sign the so-called Trinkbuch.20

In	Prague

The structure of the palace of the Bohemian King (the Old Palace) within 
Prague Castle was similar to other European examples. King Vladislav 
Jagiello (1456–1516) had it modernized and enlarged, including a small 
wing for the future royal couple, his son Ludwig II Jagiello (1505–1526) 
and his wife Marie (1505–1558).21 

After 1526, when Ferdinand I became the first Habsburg to rule 
Bohemia, little alteration was made to the royal palace. Later it appears 
that the Royal couple did not use the Royal apartments, but rather resided 
in the palace at the southern corner of the fortress walls. Their eldest 
sons Maximilian II, who ruled Bohemia from 1549 until 1576, and the 
aforementioned archduke Ferdinand II of Austria, who lived in Prague 
as the governor of Bohemia from 1547 until 1567, had the residence 
restored after the fire of 1541. Under direction of the archduke, the living 
quarters in the Western Palace were improved, and in 1554 another floor 
was added under supervision of Hans von Tirol. At the same time the 
archduke planned to build a “neuen gebau”, which would be added to the 
west wing.22 Larger audience halls were included in the new building. 

18 The reconstruction in Laurin Luchner, Denkmal eines Renaissancefürsten. Versuch 
einer Rekonstruktion des Ambraser Museums von 1583, Wien 1958, is based on an inventory 
from 1603 and demonstrates that Archduke Ferdinand II had serious ideas regarding the 
presentation of objects. 
19 The appearance of this so-called antiquarium during the lifetime of Ferdinand II is 
still not yet resolved. See Alfred Auer et al., Schloss Ambras, Milan – Vienna 1996, p. 66. 
20 Václav Bůžek, Der böhmische und mährische Adel am Hof Ferdinands von Tirol 
in Innsbruck und Ambras, in: Heinz Notflatscher – Jan Paul Niederkorn (edd.), Der Inns-
brucker Hof: Residenz und höflische Geselschaft in Tirol vom 15. bis 19. Jahrhundert, Wien  
2005 (Archiv für österreichische Geschichte 138), pp. 425–438. 
21 Petr Chotěbor, Prague Castle. Detailed Guide, Prague 1994, pp. 13–14.
22 Heinrich Zimermann, Urkunden, Acten und Regesten des Archiv des k. k. Ministeriums 
des Innern, Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des Allerhöchsten Kaiserhauses 5, 
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Unfortunately, nothing remains of Ferdinand’s living quarters. After his 
father’s death, the archduke moved to Innsbruck, where he developed his 
collections at Ambras.

As no early plans or other depictions of the castle survive, we can 
assume that the Archduke lived in a traditional apartment within the 
palace and had his study located at the Southern walls with an impressive 
view over the river and the city of Prague.23 He had, as far as is known, no 
Kunstkammer at Prague castle, although he started his collections here. 
He stored armour, historic and exotic weapons, and other material for his 
tournaments somewhere near the stables.24 

The southern palace appears on Kozel’s Panorama of Prague, dated 
1562, [1] as a modest building, not much bigger than surrounding houses 
and with far less open space, in terms of courtyards and wings, as com-
pared with other royal residencies from that period. Even the impressive 
tower visible just behind the structure was not part of the palace, but 
rather the previously mentioned White Tower, which formed part of the 
fortress walls. Kozel’s view reveals little of the area behind the palace, 
now the second courtyard, where people queued to see the exhibition 
in 1997. The trees depicted in front of the palace indicate the openness 
that characterized this area in 1562; this area was later levelled for the 
construction of Rudolf’s Gangbau. 

There are no surviving sources concerning the renovation of the 
apartments within the western palace, but it seems that Emperor Rudolf 
II must have found the rooms suitable enough for his purposes. Later, 
the building was altered to accommodate Imperial ceremonies by the 
addition of the Sommerpalast.25 Lacking earlier sources, Muchka sought 

1887, Reg. 4529 (1 December 1554): King Ferdinand I writes „den Stockh von unsern Zimer 
und unser son neuen gebau“.
23 The Archduke surrounded himself with a remarkable circle of humanists and art-The Archduke surrounded himself with a remarkable circle of humanists and art-
ists, all working in different areas of art and science. Georg Hantsch, for example, was 
notable for his zoological observations, among his many activities. From his notes, as-
pects of the archduke’s own studies can be discerned. Hantsch must have been admitted 
frequently to the archduke’s study. See Madelon Simons, Een theatrum van Representatie? 
Aartshertog Ferdinand van Oostenrijk stadhouder in Praag tussen 1547 en 1567, Amsterdam 
2009, pp. 145–155. 
24 Pier Andrea Mattioli described the objects exhibited at the festivities in Prague on 
8 November 1558: Le solenni pompe, i superbi, et gloriosi apparati, i trionfi, i fuochi […] fatti [….] 
nella città di Praga l’ottavio giorno di novembre, M.D.LVIII, Praga 1559, sine pag. – Simons 
(note 23), p. 197.  
25 Ivan Muchka, Die Prager Burg zur Zeit Rudolf II. Neue Forschungsergebnisse, Jahr-
buch der kunsthhistorischen Sammlungen Wien 85–86, 1989–1990, pp. 95–98 (p. 97). In Prague 
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information on the interiors of this building in plans dating from the mid-
eighteenth century.26 The palace acquired audience halls characteristic of 
the late sixteenth century, and an enfilade, of which the last room was 
reserved for an audience with the emperor himself.27 

According to the best reconstruction we can establish for the castle 
in this period, Rudolf’s arrangements were unusual. It is surprising to 
note that visitors to the Kunstkammer were not received at a monumental 
door or in such well-illuminated and spacious rooms as those in Munich or 
at Fontainbleau. The Rudolfine wing, probably built to house the growing 
collections, seems to have been more in line with the previous, modest 
Habsburg interventions at Prague castle, rather than contemporary de-
signs at other European courts. The Gangbau was only five meters wide and 
replaced the stone and the wooden galleries, which were built along the 
western fortress walls and led from the royal apartments to the gardens.28 

The location of the Kunstkammer on the first floor of this Gangbau 
resembles several examples described by Liebenwein, such as Isabella 
d’Este’s studiolo, which was near of her apartments, but had a separate 
entrance for visitors. Rudolf was also able to reach his collections directly 
from his living quarters, although he had to take a rather long walk through 
the gallery on the second floor of the Gangbau, via a spiral staircase 
into the Kunstkammer.29 By contrast, visitors reached the Kunstkammer 
through a poorly lit staircase in the Mathematical Tower halfway along 
the Rudolfine wing. 

I am aware that my choice having the visitors climbing the stairs 
in 1597 is rather manipulative for the Gangbau was hardly finished that 

the term Sommerpalast was also used for the palace built in the royal gardens near the 
Castle. This term may have been used to indicate that the building was intended only for 
recreation rather than habitation  and therefore did not contain residential apartments.
26 The indications of the function of rooms and apartments on plans dating from the 
17th-and 18th centuries appear to be both ceremonial and hierarchical; in Prague the first 
floor of Imperial living quarters was indicated as to belonging to the Empress, the second 
floor to the Emperor. 
27 On the enfilade in the Viennese Hofburg, see Jeroen Duindam, Palace, City, Do-
minions: The Spatial Dimensions of Habsburg Rule, in: The Politics of Space (note 16), pp. 
65–66. The main source on the existence of an enfilade in Prague Castle is taken from a 
description of a visit by Pierre Bergeron in 1600, see Muchka (note 25), p. 95.
28 Simons (note 23), p. 77.
29 Bukovinská (note 5), p. 200. Since there was an entrance to the courtyard of the 
old castle (today the third courtyard), there was no connection between the first floor 
of the palace and the Gangbau. Archduke Ferdinand II may describe a connecting bridge 
between the second floor and the Gang on the fortress walls: Simons (note 23).
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year.30 The collections may not have been in the order described in 
the inventories made between 1607 and 1611. The oval stairs in the 
Mathematical Tower, reconstructed by Brunner, had not yet been 
built. The most recognizable architectural elements of the Rudolfine 
palace, such as the spacious entrées, were not yet an integral part of 
the residence.31	 	 But the relatively humble aspect of the courtyard in 
front of the Kunstkammer in 1597 did reflect its status and function. 
The observations of visitors climbing the stairs to the Kunstkammer 
must have concurred with Fučiková’s conclusions in 1986. In contrast 
to previous interpretations of the Rudolfine Kunstkammer, Fučiková 
stated that the collections played no role in official court ceremonies.32 
In the Gangbau, paintings, sculptures and instruments were stored 
haphazardly, although in 1597 the rooms were probably not as full as 
the seventeenth-century inventories indicate. In Fučiková’s description, 
the Rudolfine wing was more a depot than a display. The Kunstkammer, 
comprising three vaulted rooms to the right of the stairs and a fourth 
room, the Vördere Kunstkammer, on the left, was filled with cabinets, 
cases, trunks and tables.33 Rudolf’s collection was just as poorly exhibited 
as older, smaller cabinets, studies, studioli and Kunstkammern, but with 
Imperial volume and quantity.34

There is no record of visitors to Rudolf’s Kunstkammer, and attem-
pting to identify someone who climbed the stairs in 1597 would be mere 
speculation. Very likely visitors in the Rudolfine Kunstkammer must 
have demonstrated their intellectual capacities, since these rooms were 
intended for the study of art, science, and nature. Admission to the Im-
perial Kunstkammer in 1597 would have given the visitor the opportunity 

30 Muchka (note 6), p. 194 mentions the decorative program as proposed by Hans 
and Paul Vredemann de Vries and the decoration of the “Spanischen Galeriesaal” in 1597, 
which indicates that the building was close to completion.
31 Monika Brunner, Prag und Rom um 1600. Ein Beitrag zur Architektur der rudol-Monika Brunner, Prag und Rom um 1600. Ein Beitrag zur Architektur der rudol-
finische Residenz, in: Lubomir Konečný – Beket Bukovinská – Ivan Muchka (edd.), Rudolf 
II, Prague and the World. Papers from the International Conference, Prague, 2–4 September, 
1997, Prague 1998, pp. 24–31. 
32 Eliška Fučiková, Die Kunstkammer und Galerie Kaiser Rudolf II. als eine Studiens-Eliška Fučiková, Die Kunstkammer und Galerie Kaiser Rudolf II. als eine Studiens-ška Fučiková, Die Kunstkammer und Galerie Kaiser Rudolf II. als eine Studiens-ka Fučiková, Die Kunstkammer und Galerie Kaiser Rudolf II. als eine Studiens-
ammlung, in: Der Zugang zum Kunstwerk (note 13), pp. 53–58 (p. 55).
33 Bukovinská (note 5), p. 199. – Eadem, The Known and Unknown Kunstkammer of 
Rudolf II, in: Helmar Schramm – Ludger Schwarte – Jan Lazardzig (edd.), Collection, Labo-
ratory, Theater. Scenes of Knowledge in the 17 th century Berlin – New York 2005 (Theatrum 
Scientiarum, 1), pp. 199–227 (pp. 212–214).
34 Gabriele Bessler, Wunderkammern. Weltmodell von der Renaissance bis zur der Gegen-
wart, Berlin 2009, pp. 38–138 (Rückblick).
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to study and observe objects, and to compare them to each other and to 
try to add to their understanding of the world. 

At the Kunstkammer exhibition in 1997 this sort of comparative 
study was again possible, although complicated by the profound dif- 
ferences between a sixteenth-century worldview and a twentieth-cent- 
ury worldview. At the exhibition, visitors were invited to attempt 
this intellectual exercise, that is, to place themselves in the position of  
a sixteenth-century thinker and draw connections between the different 
objects. I remember this sunny September 7, 1997 and the atmosphere 
of the second courtyard of Prague Castle with nostalgia.
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Dveře kunstkomory

Již sám vstup do kunstkomory či jakékoliv místnosti vyhrazené pro (vět- 
šinou umělecké) sbírky nám napovídá ledacos o jejím typu a charakteru. 
Nejinak tomu bylo v případě Kunstkammer císaře Rudolfa II. na Pražském 
hradě. Vstup do ní nebyl okázalý a místnosti v tzv. Gangbau byly dlouhé, 
poměrně úzké a tmavé – zejména ve srovnání se vstupem, lokací a archi-
tekturou prostor určených pro sbírky francouzských králů, bavorských vévodů 
nebo Rudolfova strýce, arcivévody Ferdinanda II. Tyrolského. Císařova sbírka 
zjevně nebyla určena pro početnější „návštěvy“, nýbrž byla koncipována jako 
prostor pro intimní koncentrované studium. 
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